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(b) Influence of the direction information of the edge
(c) Graph nodes with different priorities (d) Misclassified relationship with low frequency
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Figure 1: (a) The ground-truth scene graph for one image. (b) The direction of the edge specifies the subject and object,
and also affects the relationship type and node-specific context. (c) The priority of nodes varies, according to the number of
triplets included in the graph. (d) The long-tailed distribution of relationships causes error for low-frequency relationships,
e.g., the failure in recognizing sitting on.
Abstract
Scene graph generation (SGG) aims to detect objects in
an image along with their pairwise relationships. There are
three key properties of scene graph that have been under-
explored in recent works: namely, the edge direction in-
formation, the difference in priority between nodes, and
the long-tailed distribution of relationships. Accordingly,
in this paper, we propose a Graph Property Sensing Net-
work (GPS-Net) that fully explores these three properties
for SGG. First, we propose a novel message passing mod-
ule that augments the node feature with node-specific con-
textual information and encodes the edge direction infor-
mation via a tri-linear model. Second, we introduce a node
priority sensitive loss to reflect the difference in priority be-
tween nodes during training. This is achieved by design-
ing a mapping function that adjusts the focusing parame-
ter in the focal loss. Third, since the frequency of rela-
tionships is affected by the long-tailed distribution prob-
lem, we mitigate this issue by first softening the distribu-
tion and then enabling it to be adjusted for each subject-
object pair according to their visual appearance. System-
atic experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed techniques. Moreover, GPS-Net achieves state-of-
the-art performance on three popular databases: VG, OI,
and VRD by significant gains under various settings and
metrics. The code and models are available at https:
//github.com/taksau/GPS-Net.
1. Introduction
Scene Graph Generation (SGG) provides an efficient
way for scene understanding and valuable assistance for
various computer vision tasks, including image captioning
[1], visual question answering [2] and 3D scene synthesis
[3]. This is mainly because the scene graph [4] not only
records the categories and locations of objects in the scene
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but also represents pairwise visual relationships of objects.
As illustrated in Figure 1(a), a scene graph is com-
posed of multiple triplets in the form<subject-relationship-
object>. Specifically, an object is denoted as a node with
its category label, and a relationship is characterized by a
directed edge between two nodes with a specific category
of predicate. The direction of the edge specifies the subject
and object in a triplet. Due to the complexity in relationship
characterization and the imbalanced nature of the training
data, SGG has emerged as a challenging task in computer
vision.
Multiple key properties of the scene graph have been
under-explored in the existing research, such as [5, 6, 7].
The first of these is edge direction. Indeed, edge direction
not only indicates the subject and object in a triplet, but
also affects the class of the relationship. Besides, it influ-
ences the context information for the corresponding node,
as shown in recent works [8, 9]. An example is described in
Figure 1(b), if the direction flow between man and the other
objects is reversed, the focus of the context will change and
thus affects the context information for all the related nodes.
This is because that the importance of nodes varies accord-
ing to the number of triplets they are included in the graph.
As illustrated in Figure 1(c), leg, dog and man are involved
in two, three, and four triplets in the graph, respectively.
Hence, considering the contribution of each node to this
scene graph, the priority in object detection should follow
the order: man > dog > leg. However, existing works
usually treat all nodes equally in a scene graph.
Here, we propose a novel direction-aware message pass-
ing (DMP) module that makes use of the edge direction
information. DMP enhances the feature of each node by
providing node-specific contextual information with the fol-
lowing strategies. First, instead of using the popular first-
order linear model [10, 11], DMP adopts a tri-linear model
based on Tucker decomposition [12] to produce an attention
map that guides message passing. In the tri-linear model,
the edge direction affects the attention scores produced.
Second, we augment the attention map with its transpose to
account for the uncertainty of the edge direction in the mes-
sage passing step. Third, a transformer layer is employed to
refine the obtained contextual information.
Afterward, we devise a node priority-sensitive loss
(NPS-loss) to encode the difference in priority between
nodes in a scene graph. Specifically, we maneuver the loss
contribution of each node by adjusting the focusing param-
eter of the focal loss [13]. This adjustment is based on the
frequency of each node included in the triplets of the graph.
Consequently, the network can pay more attention to high
priority nodes during training. Comparing with [11] (ex-
ploiting a non-differentiable local-sensitive loss function to
represent the node priority), the proposed NPS-loss is dif-
ferentiable and convex, and so it can be easily optimized by
gradient descent based methods and deployed to other SGG
models.
Finally, the frequency distribution of relationships has
proven to be useful as prior knowledge in relationship pre-
diction [7]. However, since this distribution is long-tailed,
its effectiveness as the prior is largely degraded. For ex-
ample, as shown in Figure 1(d), one SGG model tends to
misclassify sitting on as has since the occurrence rate of
the latter is relatively high. Accordingly, we propose two
strategies to handle this problem. First, we utilize a log-
softmax function to soften the frequency distribution of re-
lationships. Second, we propose an attention model to adap-
tively modify the frequency distribution for each subject-
object pair according to their visual appearance.
In summary, the innovation of the proposed GPS-Net is
three-fold: (1) DMP for message passing, which enhances
the node feature with node-specific contextual information;
(2) NPS-loss to encode the difference in priority between
different nodes; and (3) a novel method for handling the
long-tailed distribution of relationships. The efficacy of the
proposed GPS-Net is systematically evaluated on three pop-
ular SGG databases: Visual Genome (VG) [14], OpenIm-
ages (OI) [15] and Visual Relationship Detection (VRD)
[16]. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed
GPS-Net consistently achieves top-level performance.
2. Related Work
Visual Context Modeling: Recent approaches for vi-
sual context modeling can be divided into two categories,
which model the global and object-specific context, respec-
tively. To model the global context, SENet [17] and PSANet
[18] adopt rescaling to different channels in feature maps
for feature fusion. In addition, Neural Motif [7] represents
the global context via Long Short-term Memory Networks.
To model the object-specific context, NLNet [19] adopts
self-attention mechanism to model the pixel-level pairwise
relationships. CCNet [20] accelerates NLNet via stacking
two criss-cross blocks. However, as pointed out in [21],
these methods [22, 23, 24] may fail to learn object-specific
context due to the utilization of the first-order linear model.
To address this issue, we design a direction-aware message
passing module to generate node-specific context via a tri-
linear model.
Scene Graph Generation. Existing SGG approaches
can be roughly divided into two categories: namely, one-
stage methods and two-stage methods. Generally speak-
ing, most one-stage methods focus on object detection and
relationship representation [1, 5, 10, 16, 22, 30], but al-
most ignore the intrinsic properties of scene graphs, e.g.,
the edge direction and node priority. To further capture the
attributes of scene graph, two-stage methods utilize an ex-
tra training stage to refine the results produced by the first
stage training. For example, [24] utilizes the permutation-
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Figure 2: The framework of GPS-Net. GPS-Net adopts Faster R-CNN to obtain the location and visual feature of object
proposals. It includes three new modules for SGG: (1) a novel message passing module named DMP that enhances the node
feature with node-specific contextual information; (2) a new loss function named NPS-loss that reflects the difference in pri-
ority between different nodes; (3) an adaptive reasoning module (ARM) to handle the long-tailed distribution of relationships.
invariant representations of scene graphs to refine the results
of [7]. Besides, [2] utilizes dynamic tree structure to char-
acterize the acyclic property of scene graph. Meanwhile,
[11] adopts a graph-level metric to learn the node priority of
scene graph. However, the adopted loss functions in [2, 11]
are non-differentiable and therefore hard to optimize. The
proposed approach is a one-stage method but has the fol-
lowing advantages comparing with existing works. First, it
explores the properties of the scene graph more appropri-
ately. Second, it is easy to optimize and deploy to existing
models.
3. Approach
Figure 2 illustrates the proposed GPS-Net. We employ
Faster R-CNN [25] to obtain object proposals for each im-
age. We adopt exactly the same way as [7] to obtain the
feature for each proposal. There are O object categories
(including background) and R relationship categories (in-
cluding non-relationship). The visual feature for the i-th
proposal is formed by concatenating the appearance fea-
tures vi ∈ R2048, object classification confidence scores
si ∈ RO, and the spatial feature bi ∈ R4. Then, the concate-
nated feature is projected into a 512-dimensional subspace
and denoted as xi. Besides, we further extract features from
the union box of one pair of proposal i and j, denoted as
uij ∈ R2048. To better capture properties of scene graph,
we make contributions from three perspectives. First, a
direction-aware message passing (DMP) module is intro-
duced in Section 3.1. Second, a node priority sensitive loss
(NPS-loss) is introduced in Section 3.2. Third, an adaptive
reasoning module (ARM) is designed in Section 3.3.
3.1. Direction-aware Message Passing
The message passing (MP) module takes a node features
xi as input. Its output for the i-th node is denoted as zi, and
the neighborhood of this node is represented as Ni. For all
MP modules in this section, Ni includes all nodes but the
i-th node itself. Following the definition in graph attention
network [8], given two nodes i and j, we represent the di-
rection of i → j as forward and i ← j as backward for the
i-th node. In the following, we first review the design of the
one representative MP module, which is denoted as Global
Context MP (GCMP) in this paper. GCMP adopts the soft-
max function for normalization. Its structure is illustrated
in Figure 3(a) and can be formally expressed as
zi = xi+Wzσ
(∑
j∈Ni
exp(wT [xi, xj ])∑
m∈Ni exp(w
T [xi, xm])
Wvxj
)
,
(1)
where σ represents the ReLU function. Wv and Wz ∈
R512×512 are linear transformation matrices. w ∈ R1024 is a
projection vector, and [, ] represents the concatenation oper-
ation. For simplicity, we define cij =
exp(wT [xi,xj ])∑
m∈Ni exp(w
T [xi,xm])
as the pairwise contextual coefficient between nodes i and
j in the forward direction. However, it has been revealed
that utilizing the concatenation operation in Equation (1)
may not obtain node-specific contextual information [21].
In fact, it is more likely that xi in Equation (1) is ignored by
w. Therefore, GCMP actually generates the same contex-
tual information for all nodes.
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Figure 3: Architecture of the three MP modules in Section 3.1. ,⊕,⊗, represent Hadamard product, element-wise addition,
and Kronecker product, respectively.
Inspired by this observation, Equation (1) can be simpli-
fied as follows [21]:
zi = xi +Wzσ
(∑
j∈Ni
exp(wTe xj)∑
m∈Ni exp(w
T
e xm)
Wvxj
)
,
(2)
where we ∈ R512 is a projection vector. As depicted in Fig-
ure 3(b), we denote this model as Simplified Global Context
MP (S-GCMP) module. The above two MP modules may
not be optimal for SGG because they ignore the edge direc-
tion information and cannot provide node-specific contex-
tual information. Accordingly, we propose the DMP mod-
ule to solve the above problems. As illustrated in Figure
3(c), DMP consists of two main components: direction-
aware context modeling and one transformer layer.
Direction-aware Context Modeling: This component
aims to learn node-specific context and guide message pass-
ing via the edge direction information. Inspired by the
multi-modal low rank bilinear pooling method [34], we for-
mulate the contextual coefficient eij between two nodes i
and j as follows:
eij = wTe (Wsxi Woxj Wuuij), (3)
where  represents Hadamard product. Ws, Wo, and Wu ∈
R512×512 are projection matrices for fusion. Equation (3)
can be considered as a tri-linear model based on Tucker de-
composition [12].
Compared with the first two MP modules, Equation (3)
has four advantages. First, it employs union box features
to expand the receptive field in context modeling. Second,
the tri-linear model is a more powerful way to model high-
order interactions between three types of features. Third,
since features for the two nodes and the union box are cou-
pled together by Hadamard product in Equation (3), they
jointly affect context modeling. In this way, we obtain node-
specific contextual information. Fourth, Equation (3) speci-
fies the position of subject and object; therefore, it considers
the edge direction information of the edge.
However, the direction of the edge is unclear in the MP
step of SGG, since the relationship between two nodes is
still unknown. Therefore, we consider the contextual co-
efficient for both the forward and backward directions by
stacking them as a two-element-vector [αijαji]
T , where αij
denotes the normalized contextual coefficient. Finally, the
output of the first component of DMP for the i-th node can
be denoted as ∑
j∈Ni
[
αij
αji
]
⊗Wt3xj , (4)
where ⊗ denotes Kronecker product. Wt3 ∈ R256×512 is a
learnable projection matrix.
Transformer Layer: The contextual information ob-
tained above may contain redundant information. Inspired
by [21], we employ a transformer layer to refine the ob-
tained contextual information. Specifically, it is consisted of
two fully-connected layers with ReLU activation and layer
normalization (LN) [33]. Finally, residual connection is ap-
plied to fuse the original feature and the contextual infor-
mation. Our whole DMP module can be expressed as
zi = xi +Wt1σ
(
LN
(
Wt2
∑
j∈Ni
[
αij
αji
]
⊗Wt3xj
))
,
(5)
where Wt1 ∈ R512×128 and Wt2 ∈ R128×512 denote linear
transformation matrices.
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3.2. Node Priority Sensitive Loss
Existing works for SGG tend to utilize cross-entropy loss
as objective function for object classification, which implic-
itly regards the priority of all nodes is equal for the scene
graph. However, their priority varies according to the num-
ber of triplets they are involved. Recently, a local-sensitive
loss has been proposed to address this problem in [11]. As
the loss is non-differentiable, the authors in [11] adopt a
two-stage training strategy, where the second stage is real-
ized by a complicated policy gradient method [46].
To handle this problem, we propose a novel NPS-loss
that not only captures the node priority in scene graph but
also has the benefit of differentiable and convex formula-
tion. NPS-loss is inspired by focal loss that reduces weights
of well-classified objects using a focusing parameter, which
is denoted as γ in this paper. Compared with focal loss, NP-
loss has the following key differences: (1) it is mainly used
to solve the node-priority problem in SGG. In comparison,
focal loss is designed to solve the class imbalance problem
in object detection; (2) γ is fixed in [13]. In NPS-loss, it
depends on the node priority. Specifically, we first calculate
the priority θi for the i-th node according to its contribution
to the scene graph:
θi =
ti
‖T‖ , (6)
where ti denotes the number of triplets that include the i-th
node and ‖T‖ is the total number of triplets in one graph.
Given θi, one intuitive way to obtain the focusing param-
eter γ is a linear transformation, e.g., γ(θi) = −2θi + 2.
However, this transformation exaggerates the difference be-
tween nodes of high-priority and middle-level priority, and
narrows the difference between nodes of middle-level pri-
ority and low-priority. To solve this problem, we design a
nonlinear mapping function that transforms θi to γ:
γ(θi) = min (2,−(1− θi)µ log(θi)) , (7)
where µ denotes a controlling factor, which controls the in-
fluence of θi to the value of γ. As depicted in Figure 4,
curve for the mapping function changes quickly for nodes
with low priority, and slowly for nodes of high priority.
Moreover, a larger µ leads to more nodes to be highlighted
during training. Finally, we obtain the NPS-loss that guides
the training process according to node priority:
Lnps(pi) = −(1− pi)γ(θi) log(pi), (8)
where pi denotes the object classification score on the
ground-truth object class for the i-th node.
3.3. Adaptive Reasoning Module
After obtaining the refined node features by DMP and
the object classification scores by NPS-loss, we further pro-
pose an adaptive reasoning module (ARM) for relationship
classification. Specifically, ARM provides prior for classi-
fication by two steps: frequency softening and bias adapta-
tion for each triplet. In what follows, we introduce the two
steps in detail.
Frequency Softening: Inspired by the frequency base-
line introduced in [7], we employ the frequency of rela-
tionships as prior to promote the performance of relation-
ship classification. However, the original method in [7] suf-
fers from the long-tailed distribution problem of relation-
ships. Therefore, it may fail to recognize relationships of
low frequency. To handle this problem, we first adopt a
log-softmax function to soften the original frequency distri-
bution of relationships as follows:
p˜i→j = log softmax
(
pi→j
)
, (9)
where pi→j ∈ RR denotes the original frequency distribu-
tion vector between the i-th and the j-th nodes. The same
as [7], this vector is determined by the object class of the
two nodes. p˜i→j is the normalized vector of pi→j .
Bias Adaptation: To enable the frequency prior ad-
justable for each node pair, we further propose an adpa-
tive attention mechanism to modify the prior according to
the visual appearance of the node pair. Specifically, a sig-
moid function is applied to obtain attention on the frequency
prior: d = sigmoid (Wpuij), where Wp ∈ RR×2048 is
transformation matrix. Then, the classification score vec-
tor of relationships can be obtained as follows:
pij = softmax
(
Wr(zi ∗ zj ∗ uij) + d p˜i→j
)
, (10)
where Wr ∈ RR×1024 denotes the classifier, and d p˜i→j is
the bias. ∗ represents a fusion function defined in [47]: x ∗
y = ReLU (Wxx+Wyy)−(Wxx−Wyy)(Wxx−Wyy),
where Wx and Wy project x, y to 1024-dimensional space,
respectively.
Relationship Prediction: During testing, the category
of relationship between i-th and j-th nodes is predicted by:
rij = argmaxr∈R(pij(r)), (11)
whereR represents the set of relationship categories.
SGDET SGCLS PREDCLS
Model R@20 R@50 R@100 R@20 R@50 R@100 R@20 R@50 R@100 Mean
GPI [24] - - - - 36.5 38.8 - 65.1 66.9 -
Two-Stage VCTREE-HL [2] 22.0 27.9 31.3 35.2 38.1 38.8 60.1 66.4 68.1 45.1
CMAT [11] 22.1 27.9 31.2 35.9 39.0 39.8 60.2 66.4 68.1 45.4
IMP [5] 14.6 20.7 24.5 31.7 34.6 35.4 52.7 59.3 61.3 39.3
FREQ[7] 20.1 26.2 30.1 29.3 32.3 32.9 53.6 60.6 62.2 40.7
MOTIFS [7] 21.4 27.2 30.3 32.9 35.8 36.5 58.5 65.2 67.1 43.7
One-Stage Graph-RCNN [22] - 11.4 13.7 - 29.6 31.6 - 54.2 59.1 33.2
KERN [23] - 27.1 29.8 - 36.7 37.4 - 65.8 67.6 44.1
VCTREE-SL [2] 21.7 27.7 31.1 35.0 37.9 38.6 59.8 66.2 67.9 44.9
CMAT-XE [11] - - - 34.0 36.9 37.6 - - - -
RelDN‡ [6] 21.1 28.3 32.7 36.1 36.8 36.8 66.9 68.4 68.4 45.2
GPS-Net 22.6 28.4 31.7 36.1 39.2 40.1 60.7 66.9 68.8 45.9
GPS-Net‡ 22.3 28.9 33.2 41.8 42.3 42.3 67.6 69.7 69.7 47.7
Table 1: Comparisons with state-of-the-arts on VG. Since some works do not evaluate on R@20, we compute the mean on
all tasks over R@50 and R@100.  and ‡ denote the methods using the same Faster-RCNN detector and evaluation metric as
[7] and [6], respectively.
SGDET SGCLS PREDCLS
Model mR@100 mR@100 mR@100
IMP [5] 4.8 6.0 10.5
FREQ [7] 7.1 8.5 16.0
MOTIFS [7] 6.6 8.2 15.3
KERN [23] 7.3 10.0 19.2
VCTREE-HL [2] 8.0 10.8 19.4
GPS-Net 9.8 12.6 22.8
Table 2: Comparison on the mR@100 metric between vari-
ous methods across all the 50 relationship categories.
4. Experiments
We present experimental results on three datasets: Vi-
sual Genome (VG) [14], OpenImages (OI) [15], and Visual
Relationship Detection (VRD) [16]. We first report evalua-
tion settings, followed by comparisons with state-of-the-art
methods and the ablation studies. Besides, qualitative com-
parisons between GPS-Net and other approaches are pro-
vided in the supplementary file.
4.1. Evaluation Settings
Visual Genome: We use the same data and evalua-
tion metrics that have been widely adopted in recent works
[22, 10, 1, 24, 30, 11]. Specifically, the most frequent 150
object categories and 50 relationship categories are utilized
for evaluation. After preprocessing, the scene graph for
each image consists of 11.6 objects and 6.2 relationships
on average. The data is divided into one training set and
one testing set. The training set includes 70% images, with
5K images as a validation subset. The testing set is com-
posed of the remaining 30% images. In the interests of
fair comparisons, we also adopt Faster R-CNN [25] with
VGG-16 backbone to obtain the location and features of ob-
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Figure 5: The R@100 improvement in PREDCLS of GPS-
Net compared with the VCTREE [2]. The Top-35 cate-
gories of relationship are selected according to their occur-
rence frequency.
ject proposals. Moreover, since SGG performance highly
depends on the pre-trained object detector, we utilize the
same set of hyper-parameters as [7] and [6] respectively.
We follow three conventional protocols for evaluation: (1)
Scene Graph Detection (SGDET): given an image, detect
object bounding boxes and their categories, and predict their
pair-wise relationships; (2) Scene Graph Classification (SG-
CLS): given ground-truth object bounding boxes, predict
the object categories and their pair-wise relationships; (3)
Predicate Classification (PREDCLS): given the object cate-
gories and their bounding boxes, predict their pair-wise re-
lationships only. All algorithms are evaluated by Recall@K
metrics, where K=20, 50, and 100, respectively. Consid-
ering that the distribution of relationships is highly imbal-
anced in VG, we further utilize mean recall@K (mR@K) to
evaluate the performance of each relationship [2, 23].
OpenImages: The training and testing sets contain
53,953 images and 3,234 images respectively. We utilize
Faster R-CNN associated with the pre-trained ResNeXt-
101-FPN [6] as the backbone. We also follow the same data
APrel per class
Model R@50 wmAPrel wmAPphr scorewtd at on holds plays interacts with wears hits inside of under
RelDN, L0[6] 74.67 34.63 37.89 43.94 32.40 36.51 41.84 36.04 40.43 5.70 55.40 44.17 25.00
RelDN[6] 74.94 35.54 38.52 44.61 32.90 37.00 43.09 41.04 44.16 7.83 51.04 44.72 50.00
GPS-Net 77.27 38.78 40.15 47.03 35.10 38.90 51.47 45.66 44.58 32.35 71.71 47.21 57.28
Table 3: Comparisons with state-of-the-arts on OI. We adopt the same evaluation metrics as [6]
Pre. Rel. Phr.
Model R@50R@50 R@100R@50 R@100
VTransE [37] 44.8 19.4 22.4 14.1 15.2
ViP-CNN [39] - 17.3 20.0 22.8 27.9
VRL [40] - 18.2 20.8 21.4 22.6
KL distilation [43] 55.2 19.2 21.3 23.1 24.0
MF-URLN [44] 58.2 23.9 26.8 31.5 36.1
Zoom-Net∗[42] 50.7 18.9 21.4 24.8 28.1
CAI + SCA-M∗[42] 56.0 19.5 22.4 25.2 28.9
GPS-Net∗ (ImageNet) 58.7 21.5 24.3 28.9 34.0
RelDN† [6] - 25.3 28.6 31.3 36.4
GPS-Net† (COCO) 63.4 27.8 31.7 33.8 39.2
Table 4: Comparisons with state-of-the-arts on VRD (− de-
notes unavailable). Pre., Phr., and Rel. represent predica-
tion detection, phrase detection, and relation detection, re-
spectively. † and ∗ denote using the same object detector.
processing and evaluation metrics as in [6]. More specif-
ically, the results are evaluated by calculating Recall@50
(R@50), weighted mean AP of relationships (wmAPrel),
and weighted mean AP of phrase (wmAPphr). The fi-
nal score is given by scorewtd = 0.2 × R@50 + 0.4 ×
wmAPrel+0.4×wmAPphr. Note that the wmAPrel eval-
uates the AP of the predicted triplet where both the subject
and object boxes have an IoU of at least 0.5 with ground
truth. The wmAPphr is similar, but utilized for the union
area of the subject and object boxes.
Visual Relationship Detection: We apply the same ob-
ject detectors as in [6]. More specifically, two VGG16-
based backbones are provided, which were trained on Im-
gaeNet and COCO, respectively. The evaluation metric is
the same as in [16], which reports R@50 and R@100 for
relationship, predicate, and phrase detection.
4.2. Implementation Details
To ensure compatibility with the architectures of previ-
ous state-of-the-art methods, we utilize ResNeXt-101-FPN
as our OpenImages backbone on OI and VGG-16 on VG
and VRD. During training, we freeze the layers before the
ROIAlign layer and optimize the model jointly considering
the object and relationship classification losses. Our model
is optimized by SGD with momentum, with the initial learn-
ing rate and batch size set to 10−3 and 6 respectively. For
the SGDET task, we follow [7] that we only predict the re-
lationship between proposal pairs with overlapped bound-
ing boxes. Besides, the top-64 object proposals in each
image are selected after per-class non-maximal suppression
(NMS) with an IoU of 0.3. Moreover, the ratio between
pairs without any relationship (background pairs) and those
with relationship during training is sampled to 3:1.
4.3. Comparisons with State-of-the-Art Methods
Visual Genome: Table 1 shows that GPS-Net out-
performs all state-of-the-arts methods on various metrics.
Specifically, GPS-Net outperforms one very recent one-
stage model, named KERN [23], by 1.8% on average at
R@50 and R@100 over the three protocols. In more de-
tail, it outperforms KERN by 1.9%, 2.7% and 1.2% at
R@100 on SGDET, SGCLS, and PRECLS, respectively.
Even when compared with the best two-stage model CMAT
[11], GPS-Net still demonstrates a performance improve-
ment of 0.5% on average over the three protocols. Mean-
while, compared with the one-stage version of VCTREE
[2] and CMAT [11], GPS-Net respectively achieves 1.5%
and 2.5% performance gains on SGCLS at Recall@100.
Another advantage of GPS-Net over VCTREE and CMAT
is that GPS-Net is much more efficient, as the two meth-
ods adopt policy gradient for optimization, which is time-
consuming [46]. Moreover, when compare with RelDN us-
ing the same backbone, the performance gain by GPS-Net
is even more dramatic, namely, 5.5% promotion on SGCLS
at Recall@100 and 2.5% on average over three protocols.
Due to the class imbalance problem in VG, previous
works usually achieve low performance for less frequent
categories. Hence, we conduct an experiment utilizing the
Mean Recall as evaluation metric [23, 2]. As shown in Ta-
ble 2 and Figure 5, GPS-Net shows a large absolute gain for
both the Mean Recall and Recall metrics, which indicates
that GPS-Net has advantages in handling the class imbal-
ance problem of SGG.
OpenImages: We present results compared with RelDN
[6] in Table 3. RelDN is an improved version of the
model that won the Google OpenImages Visual Relation-
ship Detection Challenge, with the same object detector,
GPS-Net outperforms RelDN by 2.4% on the overall metric
scorewtd. Moreover, despite of the severe class imbalance
problem, GPS-Net still achieves outstanding performance
in APrel for each category of relationships. The largest gap
between GPS-Net and RelDN in APrel is 24.5% for wears
and 20.6% for hits.
Visual Relationship Detection: Table 4 presents com-
parisons on VRD with state-of-the-art methods. To facil-
Module SGDET SGCLS PREDCLS
Exp DMP NPS ARM R@20 R@50 R@100 R@20 R@50 R@100 R@20 R@50 R@100
1 21.1 26.3 29.4 32.7 35.4 36.3 58.8 65.6 67.3
2 X 22.3 28.1 31.4 35.2 38.3 39.3 59.6 66.1 67.9
3 X 21.5 26.6 29.8 33.2 36.3 37.1 59.1 65.9 67.7
4 X 21.3 26.5 29.6 32.9 35.8 36.8 60.5 66.7 68.5
5 X X X 22.6 28.4 31.7 36.1 39.2 40.1 60.7 66.9 68.8
Table 5: Ablation studies on the proposed methods. We consistently use the same backbone as [7].
w. stack w.o. stack
R@20 35.7 36.1
SGCLS R@50 38.8 39.2
R@100 39.6 40.1
R@20 22.4 22.6
SGDET R@50 28.3 28.4
R@100 31.5 31.7
GCMP S-GCMP DMP
R@20 34.3 34.8 36.1
SGCLS R@50 37.2 37.7 39.2
R@100 37.9 38.4 40.1
R@20 21.7 22.1 22.6
SGDET R@50 27.5 28.0 28.4
R@100 30.8 31.2 31.7
Focal µ = 3 µ = 4 µ = 5
R@20 35.8 36.0 36.1 35.8
SGCLS R@50 39.0 38.9 39.2 39.1
R@100 39.8 39.9 40.1 39.9
R@20 22.4 22.5 22.6 22.5
SGDET R@50 28.2 28.2 28.4 28.3
R@100 31.5 31.6 31.7 31.6
Table 6: The left sub-table shows the effectiveness of the stacking operation in DMP. The middle sub-table compares
the performance of the three MP modules in Section 3.1 with the same transformer layer. The right sub-table compares
NPS-loss and the focal loss, and shows the influence of the controlling factor µ.
itate fair comparison, we adopt the two backbone models
provided in RelDN [6] to train GPS-Net, respectively. It is
shown that GPS-Net consistently achieves superior perfor-
mance with both backbone models.
4.4. Ablation Studies
To prove the effectiveness of our proposed methods, we
conduct four ablation studies. Results of the ablation studies
are summarized in Table 5 and Table 6, respectively.
Effectiveness of the Proposed Modules. We first per-
form an ablation study to validate the effectiveness of DMP,
NPS-loss, and ARM. Results are summarized in Table 5.
We add the above modules one by one to the baseline
model. In Table 5, Exp 1 demotes our baseline that is
based on the MOTIFNET-NOCONTEXT method [7] with
our feature construction strategy for relationship prediction.
From Exp 2-5, we can clearly see that the performance im-
proves consistently when all the modules are used together.
This shows that each module plays a critical role in inferring
object labels and their pair-wise relationships.
Effectiveness of the Stacking Operation in DMP. We
conduct additional analysis on the stacking operation in
DMP. The stacking operation accounts for the uncertainty
in the edge direction information. As shown in the left
sub-table of Table 6, the stacking operation consistently
improves the performance of DMP over various metrics.
Therefore, its effectiveness is justified.
Comparisons between Three MP Modules. We com-
pare the performance of three MP modules in Section 3.1:
GCMP, S-GCMP, and DMP. To facilitate fair comparison,
we implement the same transformer layer as DMP to the
other two modules. As shown in the middle sub-table in
Table 6, the performance of DMP is much better than the
other two modules. This is because DMP encodes the edge
direction information and provides node-specific contextual
information for each node involved in message passing.
Design Choices in NPS-loss. The value of the control-
ling factor µ determines the impact of node priority on ob-
ject classification. As shown in the right sub-table of Table
6, we show the performance of NPS-loss with three differ-
ent values of µ. We also compare NPS-loss with the focal
loss [13]. NPS-loss achieves the best performance when µ
equals to 4. Moreover, NPS-loss outperforms the focal loss,
justifying its effectiveness to solve the node priority prob-
lem for SGG.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we devise GPS-Net to address the main
challenges in SGG by capturing three key properties of
scene graph. Specifically, (1) edge direction is encoded
when calculating the node-specific contextual information
via the DMP module; (2) the difference in node priority is
characterized by a novel NPS-loss; and (3) the long-tailed
distribution of relationships is alleviated by improving the
usage of relationship frequency through ARM. Through
extensive comparative experiments and ablation studies,
we validate the effectiveness of GPS-Net on three datasets.
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Appendix
This supplementary document is organized as follows:
• Section A shows more detailed comparison results un-
der the Mean Recall metric between GPS-Net and
state-of-the-art methods on the VG database. Results
are summarized in Table 7. Meanwhile, we also treat
the number of relationship predictions per object pair
(k) as a hyper-parameter on VRD, and report Recall
with respect to different k in Table 8.
• Section B first provides the qualitative comparisons
between GPS-Net and a strong baseline named MO-
TIFS [7] under the SGDET protocol in Figure 6. Then,
attention maps of different MP modules are visualized
in Figure 7.
A. Quantitative Analysis
A.1. Mean Recall for Scene Graph on VG
As shown in Table 7, GPS-Net shows the best perfor-
mance under all protocols. In particular, GPS-Net outper-
forms one very recent work named VCTREE-HL [2] by
2.3% on average over the three protocols.
A.2. Performance Comparison on VRD with vari-
ous k
As revealed in previous works [42, 43, 6], each object
pair may be described by several plausible predicates. In
other words, it should have been formulated as a multi-label
classification problem. Therefore, evaluation metrics based
on the top-1 prediction (k=1) per object pair only may be
unreasonable. Following [42, 43, 6], we further report re-
call with respect to different k (k=1, 70) and compare with
state-of-the-art methods. As shown in Table 8, GPS-Net
consistently achieves the best performance among state-of-
the-art methods.
B. Qualitative Analysis
B.1. Generated Scene Graph
Figure 6 illustrates qualitative comparisons between
GPS-Net and MOTIFS [7]. In Figure 6(a), it is shown that
for nodes with low priority and relationships with high fre-
quency, GPS-Net still makes better predictions than MO-
TIFS. Therefore, we owe this performance gain to the DMP
module that encodes edge direction information and provide
node-specific context. In Figure 6(b), it is shown that GPS-
Net makes fewer mistakes than MOTIFS for nodes of high
priority. We give this credit to the NPS-loss. Finally, in Fig-
ure 6(c), it can be observed that GPS-Net makes outstand-
ing improvement in predicting low-frequency relationships,
e.g., walking on and wearing, via the help of the ARM mod-
ule.
B.2. Attention Maps of Different MP Modules
We make qualitative comparisons between GCMP, S-
GCMP, and DMP in Figure 7. Figures 7(a) and (b) show
ground-truth object regions and the ground-truth relation-
ship matrix. More specifically, in the relationship matrix,
yellow cube denotes one relationship is presented, and pur-
ple cube represents the opposite. Figures 7(c)(d)(e) show
the attention maps produced by GCMP, S-GCMP, and DMP
respectively. It is clear that GCMP and S-GCMP produce
very similar context for each node (elements in each col-
umn are similar). Only DMP obtains node-specific context
(elements in each column are diverse). Furthermore, the at-
tention map produced by DMP is highly consistent with the
ground-truth relationship matrix in Figures 7(b). Therefore,
our proposed DMP module plays a key role in SGG, helping
GPS-Net to achieve state-of-the-art performance.
SGDET SGCLS PREDCLS
Model mR@20 mR@50 mR@100 mR@20 mR@50 mR@100 mR@20 mR@50 mR@100 Mean
IMP [5] - 3.8 4.8 - 5.8 6.0 - 9.8 10.5 6.8
FREQ [7] 4.5 6.1 7.1 5.1 7.2 8.5 8.3 13.0 16.0 9.8
MOTIFS [7] 4.2 5.7 6.6 6.3 7.7 8.2 10.8 14.0 15.3 9.6
KERN [23] - 6.4 7.3 9.4 10.0 - 17.7 19.2 11.7
Chain [2] 4.6 6.3 7.2 6.3 7.9 8.8 11.0 14.4 16.6 10.2
Overlap [2] 4.8 6.5 7.5 7.2 9.0 9.3 12.5 16.1 17.4 11.0
Multi-Branch [2] 4.7 6.5 7.4 6.9 8.6 9.2 11.9 15.5 16.9 10.7
VCTREE-SL [2] 5.0 6.7 7.7 8.0 9.8 10.5 13.4 17.0 18.5 11.7
VCTREE-HL [2] 5.2 6.9 8.0 8.2 10.1 10.8 14.0 17.9 19.4 12.2
GPS-Net 6.9 8.7 9.8 10.0 11.8 12.6 17.4 21.3 22.8 14.5
Table 7: Mean recall (%) of various methods across all the 50 relationship categories. All methods in this table adopt the
same Faster-RCNN detector.
Pre. Rel. Phr.
k=1 k=1 k=70 k=1 k=70
Pretrained Model R@50 R@100 R@50 R@100 R@50 R@100 R@50 R@100 R@50 R@100
VRD-Full [16] 47.9 47.9 16.2 17.0 - - 13.9 14.7 - -
PPRFCN [35] 47.4 47.4 19.6 23.2 - - 14.4 15.7 - -
VTranse [37] 44.8 44.8 19.4 22.4 - - 14.1 15.2 - -
Vip-CNN [39] - - 17.3 20.0 - - 22.8 27.9 - -
Unknown VRL [40] - - 18.2 20.8 - - 21.4 22.6 - -
KL distilation[43] 55.2 55.2 19.2 21.3 22.7 31.9 23.1 24.0 26.3 29.4
MF-URLN [44] 58.2 58.2 23.9 26.8 - - 31.5 36.1 - -
Zoom-Net [42] 50.7 50.7 18.9 21.4 21.4 27.3 24.8 28.1 29.1 37.3
ImageNet CAI+SCA-M [42] 56.0 56.0 19.5 22.4 22.3 28.5 25.2 28.9 29.6 18.4RelDN[6] - - 19.8 23.0 21.5 26.4 26.4 31.4 28.2 25.4
GPS-Net 58.7 58.7 21.5 24.3 23.6 28.9 28.9 34.0 30.4 38.2
COCO RelDN [6] - - 25.3 28.6 28.2 33.9 31.3 36.4 34.5 42.1GPS-Net 63.4 63.4 27.8 31.7 30.6 37.0 33.8 39.2 36.8 44.5
Table 8: Performance comparison with state-of-the-art methods on the VRD dataset. Pre., Phr., and Rel. represent predicate
detection, phrase detection, and relation detection, respectively. − denotes that the result is unavailable.
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Figure 6: Qualitative comparisons between GPS-Net and MOTIF with R@20 in the SGDET setting. Green boxes are detected
objects with IOU larger than 0.5 with the ground-truth. Green edges are predictions of relationships that are consistent with
the ground-truth. Yellow boxes (edges) denote reasonable detections of objects (relationships), but are not annotated in the
database. Red boxes (edges) represent ground-truth objects (relationships) that have no match with the detection results by
the algorithm.
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Figure 7: Attention Maps of Different MP Modules.
